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Tech Specs: 
 
 
200 WAV Loops 
 
150 MIDI Files 
 
- 50 Bass 
- 50 Synth / Leads 
- 50 Chord Progression 
- 50 Full Mix Musical 
Compositions  

Future Loops is proud to present Deep House - MIDI Chords & Progressions an in-depth collection of 
MIDI construction kits and production elements specially forged for House productions ! 
 
We packed Deep House - MIDI Chords & Progressions with sensuous and seductive melodic patterns 
and midi chord progressions that fit perfectly into House, Deep Tech, Deep House, Bass Music and any 
Funky productions that needs warm tones and velvety hooks ! 
 
Explore a valuable song composition tool that allows you to unleash the power of each kit and tweak, 
redesign or rewrite them into fresh , original and inspirational mixes ! 
 
We arranged all samples and MIDI files in Deep House - MIDI Chords & Progressions into high-quality 
Construction Kits, where each includes Chords, Bass, Synth, Leads and Full Mix ( all available as WAV 
Loops and Midi Files for total flexibiliy ) - plus you will find variations of each pattern and loops so you 
get plenty of diversity and melodic content to work into your fully customized tracks ! 
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Besides the MIDI files you'll also find WAV loops for each midi pattern that you can use to either 
quickly audition and preview the midi files or to instantly import into your mixes - all 100% Royalty-
Free  !! 
 
Although originally developed for 123 BPM , 125 BPM and 127 BPM you can adapt the midi 
progressions to whatever style or groove you're working in, and of course, by using MIDI files you can 
also freely select different sonic textures using your favourite synths or sync them to any Tempo or 
Key! This means ultimate control on your productions - just plugin your favorite Sampler or Soft Synth 
and make your tunes come alive! 
 
Here's what you'll find inside Deep House - MIDI Chords & Progressions: 
 
200 WAV Loops 
 
150 MIDI Files 
 
- 50 Bass 
- 50 Synth / Leads 
- 50 Chord Progression 
- 50 Full Mix Musical Compositions  
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